“Throwing smoke” is a baseball idiom that figuratively alludes to
a pitcher throwing a ball so fast that it
leaves a trail of smoke. It you’re throwing smoke, you’re doing something
right . . . and Blackberry Smoke is
throwing smoke onstage 250 nights a
year. It’s a reputation that has helped
the Southern rockers develop a rabid
fan base over the course of their 15year career, which reached a high note
recently as their new album, Holding
All the Roses, hit No. 1 on Billboard’s
Top Country Albums chart.
On the afternoon of their first headlining show at Nashville’s iconic Ryman Auditorium, the quintet—Charlie
Starr (lead vocals/guitar), Paul Jackson
(guitar/vocals), Richard Turner (bass/
vocals), Brandon Still (keyboards) and
Brit Turner (drums)—is hunkered down
in the NASH Country Weekly office.
The show is sold out, and the guys are
in a good mood, but you wouldn’t know
it from their poker faces. Prospector
beards, enough hair to keep Locks of
Love in business for a year and aviator

The boys from Blackberry Smoke are bringing
the heat with their Southern rock sensibilities.
Story by Jim Casey

sunglasses cover various faces. They’d
be a rough bunch of petunias to come
across in a dark alley. Fortunately, the
office is well lit, and the boys loosen up
a bit once the conversation turns to . . .
you guessed it . . . Prince.
“We just played the Mercury Ballroom in Louisville and Prince was playing right next door,” says Charlie, the
de facto spokesman for the group. “We
finished our show and got to go over
and hear one song—‘Purple Rain.’
There’s nobody like Prince. No one. So

awesome. I kinda got choked up a little
bit. It was the last song, the one encore. I got misty.”
The boys all get a good laugh about
that, and each one succinctly chimes
in—“unreal,” “awesome,” “unbelievable,”
“badass”—about what a bucket-list
experience it was to hear Prince sing
“Purple Rain.” They may be carrying
the torch for Southern rock right now,
but that doesn’t stop them from gushing about Prince and a slew of other
not-so-Southern rock bands they enjoy. In fact, for their new album, they
sought out producer Brendan O’Brien,
whose previous clients have included
AC/DC, Pearl Jam, Aerosmith, Red
Hot Chili Peppers and a slew of other
A-listers who aren’t necessarily of the
Southern rock persuasion.
“Brendan makes really great records
and knows his way around a studio,”
says Charlie. “We’ve wanted to work
with him for years. He’s done many,
many records beyond Pearl Jam that
we love, from The Black Crowes to Raging Slab, and everything that he’s done,
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At their Ryman Auditorium headlining debut in Nashville on April 3, Blackberry Smoke
proved that Southern rock is alive and well in Music City. They rocked the sold-out crowd,
often skewing off the beaten path with mini-jams full of dueling guitar snarl and ivory tickling. They threw smoke all night, while
also bringing out special guest Tom Keifer of Cinderella to lead the charge on a cover of The Rolling Stones’ “Brown Sugar.”
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Road
Warriors

Playing more than 250 shows
a year can be a daunting
endeavor, but that’s why the
guys from Blackberry Smoke
never look at their calendar. Instead, they just try to make sure
they each have their roadworthy necessities.

Brandon
Still

“Phone
charger. Never
leave home
without it.”

Paul
Jackson

“Movies for
the bus. Lots
of them.”

Brit
Turner

Richard
Turner

“I can’t live
without the
Internet. When
it’s not there,
we freak out.”

“A clean
change of
clothes
and a
toothbrush.”

Charlie
Starr

BLACKBERRY SMOKE CONT.
I’ve loved all the sounds and tones.
We sought him out. Since day one, we
wanted to work with him. We’ve always
had that thought. He gets what we do.
He’s worked on so many projects. His
résumé goes from [guitar on] Mick Jagger’s Wandering Spirit to mixing the
Geto Boys’ first record.”
Brendan must be the band’s new
Zen master, because he seamlessly
captured Blackberry Smoke’s restless
stage spirit in the studio, and the proof
is in the Roses. The 12-song set,
which climbed to the top of the country albums chart in February, is burst-
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ing at the seams with riff-oriented offerings like “Let Me Help You (Find the
Door)” and the down-home banging
title track, but things really start smoking when the Southern rockers’ keen
melodic sensibilities shine through on
tracks like “Living in the Song” and
“Lay It All on Me.”
If there’s any doubt about who is
carrying the torch for Southern rock
right now, Holding All the Roses emphatically ends that discussion. And
it doesn’t appear that the torch is too
heavy for the guys to continue to carry, especially with ringing endorsements from Southern rock royalty like

ZZ Top and Gregg Allman.
“Someone handed that torch to us,”
says Charlie. “It’s a good feeling to
know people like the guys in Skynyrd
like Gary Rossington say that or Gregg
Allman says that. Obviously it feels
wonderful to hear them say something
like that. It’s not something we set out
to do. But if that’s what people think,
cool. It’s another reason to be proud.
It’s another high note.”
The boys nod their heads in agreement. And that seems like the perfect
cue to end the discussion. Always leave
on a high note. Blackberry Smoke has
been doing it for 15 years.
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“Coffee
grinder. I like
grinding my
own beans.”

